Jordan reported ≈1.1 million confirmed COVID-19 cases and ≈12,500 deaths by the end of December 2021 (1), accounting for ≈6.0% of the total confirmed cases and ≈4.0% of the total number of deaths in the World Health Organization (WHO) Eastern Mediterranean Region (1). The COVID-19 epidemiologic curve in Jordan during the first 2 years of the pandemic followed distinct phases that reflected the complex interrelation between the natural evolution of the outbreak and the implementation of public health and social measures (PHSMs), which were also modulated in relation to the COVID-19 vaccination campaign (2) and the introduction of different variants of concern.

Jordan was particularly successful in flattening the epidemiologic curve during the first months of the pandemic until April 2020 because of implementation of strict PHSMs (3). However, the progressive easing of restrictions resulted in an exponential increase in cases, and the first 2 epidemic peaks in November 2020 and March 2021 led to ≈10,000 confirmed cases per day (4). Throughout that and subsequent phases of the pandemic, public health policies focused on reducing COVID-19 transmission and mortality in Jordan were supported by a participatory, epidemiologic scenario-based modeling approach.

We provide an overview of lessons learned and challenges in conducting modeling efforts to simulate the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in Jordan during the first year of the pandemic. Specifically, we assess the likely effectiveness of different combinations of physical distancing measures, and we describe the approach taken to ensure national level buy-in to the modeling results.

Efficacy of Physical Distancing Interventions
During the earliest stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, in the absence of proven antiviral medication and
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vaccines, PHSMs represented the only option available for reducing COVID-19 community transmission and mortality (5). Among the wide variety of PHSMs applied in different settings, physical distancing interventions (PDIs) and curfews were considered among the most effective (6). For the purpose of our analysis, we considered PDIs to be interventions that require persons to maintain a physical distance of ≥1 m from other persons in all essential services (e.g., services conducted by grocery stores and healthcare facilities) and the closure of public places. The purpose of such interventions was ultimately to reduce the probability of COVID-19 transmission among persons (7). Evidence on the importance of this variety of PHSMs in limiting the transmission of COVID-19 emerged in Europe and Asia (8,9) and in the United States, where school closures have been found to reduce COVID-19 incidence and mortality rates by as much as 60% (10). Of note, several PHSMs, including PDIs, were substantially more effective when implemented while incidence rates remained low (11).

However, PDIs are unsustainable and may have wider-reaching detrimental effects. For example, home confinement considerably increased the rate of domestic violence in many countries, affecting women and children the most (12), and limited access to essential services for vulnerable populations (13–17). Therefore, tailored interventions that maintain persons’ livelihoods and keep economies functional while protecting persons at high risk need to be considered (11).

Curfews and Physical Distancing Interventions in Jordan

The PHSM strategy adopted in Jordan included imposing a nightly curfew (6 hours) from 12 AM to 6 AM, closing schools and universities, increasing community awareness of hygiene and enforcing a mask mandate in public places (18), and prohibiting mass gatherings (19). Community transmission in September 2020 triggered the imposition of an intermittent PDI, enforced on Fridays and Saturdays, lasting for 4 weeks. Shortly afterwards, physical distancing was only enforced on Fridays during October 2020–January 2021 (Figure 1). On those Fridays, all city activities, shops, and public places had to be closed (19). Furthermore, leaving the house was prohibited, except for persons who held a permit, such as healthcare personnel. Restrictions on other days of the week included

Figure 1. Epidemiologic indicators and PHSMs in a COVID-19 modeling study, Jordan, March 2020–January 2021. A) Timeline of implemented PHSMs. Colors indicate individual PHSMs; level of shading represents the coverage of each intervention in the timeline, ranging from 0% to 100%. B) Estimated $R_t$, calculated using the EpiEstim package in R (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=EpiEstim), which presents the number of new case-patients infected by an average case-patient at time t. Green shading indicates 95% CI. C) Daily incidence and mortality rates for COVID-19 in Jordan. PHSM, public health and social measure; $R_t$, effective reproduction number.
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The Jordan Ministry of Health, with the support of WHO, launched 3 rounds of a nationwide seroprevalence survey from the onset of the pandemic through the beginning of 2021. Findings revealed that seroprevalence steadily increased over time; only a tiny fraction of persons were seropositive in August 2020 (0.3%), a more than 20-fold increase was observed by October 2020 (7.0%), and up to one third of the overall population had been exposed by January 2021 (34.2%) (4).

Using Mathematical Modeling in Decision-Making

In the context of infectious diseases, epidemiologic models play a critical role in anticipating the transmission of the disease and driving public health policies designed to limit illness and death (21). Specifically, epidemiologic models represent a tool for policy makers to design and evaluate targeted interventions. To do so, a range of factors specific to a setting are taken into consideration, such as demographic features, healthcare capacity, and the concurrent interaction among multiple PHSMs. When limited data are available, mathematical models can provide key elements to decision-makers on the effect of various future policy scenarios (22,23).

In Jordan, including relevant country stakeholders at each stage of the modeling process ensured that data were reliable and accurate and that the analysis was focused on addressing specific policy questions (24,25). The senior management of the Ministry of Health requested a series of scenarios on a regular basis (on average, once every 5–6 weeks) and worked directly with WHO to run the model and present the model’s findings to inform high-level and evidence-based decision-making. Starting after the second modeling round in October 2020, the Strategic Planning Department of the Jordanian Royal Hashemite Court supported those modeling techniques and bolstered them by expanding data availability, which was critical to initiate the process.

Model Selection

At the onset of the pandemic, the WHO Jordan Country Office approached the Minister of Health to propose the use of mathematical modeling to estimate the epidemiologic outcomes under different scenarios. We selected and adapted the COVID-19 International Modeling Consortium (CoMo) model for implementing mathematical modeling analysis because of its suitability for conducting modeling analysis in low- to middle-income countries (26) and because it provided other desirable features, including the ongoing support from CoMo (26), an active team of software developers, and epidemiologic modelers. Additional resource requirements for implementing our participatory modeling approach were minimal (e.g., a stable internet connection, the R open-source statistical software [The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org], and standard desktop applications).

The CoMo model is an age-dependent, deterministic, susceptible–exposed–infectious–recovered compartmental design that models transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in the population and can be used to estimate the relative effect of various PHSMs (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/29/9/22-1493-App1.pdf). The model considers 5 levels of infection severity: asymptomatic, symptomatic, infections requiring hospitalization, infections requiring intensive care treatment, and infections requiring ventilated intensive care treatment. Infection severity and associated mortality rates are age-dependent, in that the proportion of infected persons requiring hospitalization and the proportion who die varies with age. In addition to predicting case and death rates at various timepoints, the CoMo model also incorporates 2 submodels: hospital and critical care requirements and implementation of public health and safety measures. The CoMo model incorporates a hospital submodel that suggests when hospital and critical care requirements will exceed the capacity of the country’s healthcare system (e.g., in terms of hospital beds, intensive care units, and ventilators available for use).

Participatory Modeling of the COVID-19 Pandemic in Jordan

Participatory modeling approaches engage a range of stakeholders from academia, public health sectors, and government throughout the entire modeling process and promote the translation of model results into public health decision-making (27). We applied the participatory modeling process developed by WHO’s Eastern Mediterranean Region Office (EMRO) modeling support team to analyze the COVID-19 pandemic in Jordan. Specifically, WHO EMRO established a modeling support team in mid-March 2020 as part of the information management component within its COVID-19 Incident Management Support Team with the objective of addressing imminent decision-making needs and promoting awareness of how models work (24). When approaching the Minister of Health at the onset of the pandemic, the WHO Jordan Country Office proposed the use of the CoMo model.
The participatory modeling began, therefore, with an initial meeting to communicate the modeling methodology and develop common expectations regarding the outcomes of the modeling exercise. The participants of this process included the WHO Jordan Country Office, the Minister of Health of Jordan, the Ministry of Health Secretary General for the COVID-19 portfolio (appointed to oversee COVID-19 response in Jordan), epidemiologic modeling researchers from the University of Oxford, and mathematical modelers, surveillance officers, and policy analysts from WHO EMRO. Although no specific declaration of interest was signed, there was no remuneration for any stakeholder.

We collected input parameters for the CoMo model by using a standardized template (developed in Excel [Microsoft, https://www.microsoft.com]) accompanied by a guidance document describing the model parameters and their definitions. We conducted 3 rounds of modeling analysis over a period of ≈3 months (November 2020–February 2021).

The participatory modeling process was instrumental in meeting recommended standards of practice associated with mathematical modeling for public health decision-making. Throughout the continued engagement of participants, communication of model uncertainty was reinforced, and key aspects of uncertainty, such as parameters related to viral transmission, were identified. Model outputs were routinely discussed among partners; satisfaction around model outputs paved the way for codevelopment of modeling results in the policy and decision-making process. In addition, patterns of reported and modeled COVID-19 disease and mortality were used for discussions regarding public health surveillance to identify possible challenges and misreporting of COVID-19 with specialists at the Ministry of Health, concerns that were evident from the experience of COVID-19 collaborative modeling in the Philippines by the WHO Western Pacific Region Office (28).

The participatory process helped to define the context for the modeling exercise, including questions of importance to policymakers, and make it easier to collect country-specific model inputs (Appendix). Those communications also were productive in developing interpretations of the analysis that were relevant and useful to all participants.

**Scenario-Based Modeling of the COVID-19 Pandemic in Jordan**

We considered 4 scenarios in the analysis: the baseline scenario and 3 other scenarios (A, B, and C). All scenarios considered interventions that were designed to reduce the rate at which persons come into contact with each other, stemming COVID-19 transmission in Jordan. Common to each scenario are 2 parameters that can be used to define the extent of the PDI: coverage and adherence. Coverage refers to the percentage of the population that is following physical distancing regulations; adherence refers to the extent individual persons follow those guidelines. An intervention with low adherence but high coverage would mean that most of the population loosely follow the physical distancing regulations. Conversely, an intervention with high adherence but low coverage would mean a small percentage of the population follow the physical distancing regulations to a high standard. All other parameters in the model were held constant throughout the duration of the simulation. We developed the scenarios considered through an iterative process of engaging with relevant policy makers, updating the scenarios as more information became available (since the last analysis), and adapting the scenarios to reflect the effect of potential future changes to PHSMs.

The baseline scenario considers the situation of no government intervention but assumed 50% of the population would continue to physically distance themselves. This percentage was suggested by public health experts in Jordan and is in line with available literature (29). Scenario A assumed the Jordan population would physically distance themselves for a period of 24 hours every Friday (considering Friday prayer observance), applying to all but basic services, such as hospitals and grocery stores. No government restrictions were assumed to be imposed on the other days of the week, yet, as in the baseline scenario, we assumed a portion of the population (50%) would continue to practice a degree of physical distancing regardless of government guidelines. Similarly, scenario B is an extension of scenario A in that all but essential services were required to close over the entire weekend, reducing contacts as much as possible. Last, scenario C, being the most extreme scenario considered in our analysis, assumed all but essential services were closed for the entire week until the end of the simulation period. Consistent across each scenario we assumed the interventions came into effect on October 31, 2020, and lasted until the end of the simulation period on January 31, 2021.

**Estimated Effect of Continuation of Planned Measures on Health Outcomes**

The timing of the predicted peak incidence, which was estimated to occur in mid-November 2020, varied only marginally across the different scenarios.
(Figure 2, panel A). However, soon after the interventions in scenarios A, B, and C were implemented, their effect was observed in reduced incidence (Figure 2, panel A) and cumulative mortality (Figure 2, panel B). Unsurprisingly, the most impactful scenario was scenario C, where a sharp and rapid reduction in cases and deaths was predicted to occur shortly after implementation. However, the economic cost of such an intervention would likely have been substantial for the population.

Exploring Variation in Efficacy of Different Scenarios

We estimated the effect of scenarios A, B, and C in terms of the percentage reduction of COVID-19 cases and deaths during November 2020–January 2021 relative to the baseline scenario (Figure 3). The coverage of the PDI in each scenario was assumed to only be relevant during the days of the week the intervention was enforced. During the nonintervention days of the week, we assumed 50% of the population continued to practice physical distancing regardless of government guidelines. Consistently across each scenario, the model estimated that the greatest reduction in COVID-19 incidence and death was associated with increasing adherence to the respective physical distancing guidelines implemented by the government. When the adherence of the population was low, increasing the coverage of the PDI had relatively little effect on reducing disease. Conversely, however, if the adherence of persons who follow government regulations was high (>80%), the model estimated that increasing the coverage of the population had compounded effects on reducing COVID-19 disease incidence and death.

The greatest effect was observed under scenario C, with high coverage and high adherence (97% reduction in cases and deaths relative to the baseline scenario, assuming 100% coverage and adherence). However, assuming adherence and coverage >90% for either scenario A or B, the model predicted that reported cases and deaths would have reduced by >90% relative to the baseline scenario. In contrast, any scenario (either A, B, or C) with low coverage (<25%) had almost no effect, decreasing disease incidence and death by as little as 10% relative to the baseline scenario. The difference in disease incidence and death between scenarios A and C equates to roughly 7% fewer cases and deaths (assuming the coverage and adherence are both high [>90%]). As coverage and particularly adherence decreases, disease incidence and death increase rapidly. Those results suggest that implementing scenario C during October 31, 2020–January 31, 2021, would be only marginally beneficial at reducing COVID-19 disease and death compared with scenario A or B with high coverage and adherence. The findings of our analysis and the subsequent decision-making was supported by epidemiologic and economic modeling for COVID-19 policy in Australia; although tighter
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Stringency PHSMs remarkably reduced cumulative infections in that country, that effect had the trade-off of higher expected societal economic losses (29). Therefore, ranking of policy options should be based on optimality and cost-effectiveness, possibly leading to a mix of higher-stringency PHSMs (30).

We retrospectively compared the results of scenario A to historical reported data (Figure 4). We found the incidence under scenario A closely resembled the reported data for an assumed coverage of 60% and adherence of 80% and even more so for cumulative mortality (Figure 4). The coverage and adherence parameters for another scenario (Figure 5) closely resemble the reported Google mobility data for Jordan (31). We considered the average of the Google mobility data reported from retail and recreational facilities, grocery and pharmacy stores, and parks and transit locations. Changes in the average Google mobility data occurred on weekly intervals, representing the reduced mobility of persons during the weekend (Figure 5).

Challenges and Limitations
As in all modeling studies, we made various assumptions in this analysis. We cannot accurately estimate COVID-19 transmission rates and the effective reproduction number ($R_e$) when the burden of COVID-19 in the country is underestimated because of under-reporting of cases and associated deaths. This limitation prevented us from performing model fitting, for example, using Bayesian particle filtering methods, to estimate the actual dynamics of COVID-19 and perform inference on key parameters such as the basic reproduction number ($R_0$). Moreover, although

Figure 3. Model-predicted heat map showing percentage reduction in COVID-19 incidence (top row) and deaths (bottom row) in a COVID-19 modeling study in Jordan under 3 different scenarios (A, B, and C), relative to the baseline scenario, aggregated for the period November 2020–January 31, 2021. Dark blue corresponds to nearly 100% reduction in incidence and cases relative to the baseline scenario; dark red corresponds to 0% reduction. Scenario A assumes the entire population, excepting essential services, will physically distance themselves for 24 hours every Friday while reverting to their usual behavior on the other days of the week. Scenario B assumes the population will physically distance themselves for the entire weekend (Friday and Saturday) while reverting to their usual behavior throughout the week. Scenario C assumes the entire population, except for essential services, will physically distance themselves for the entire week while never reverting to their usual behavior. Baseline scenario assumes no government intervention and half the population instinctively physically distances themselves to avoid infection. Common to each scenario are 2 parameters used to define the extent of the physical distancing intervention: coverage, which refers to the percentage of the population following physical distancing regulations, and adherence, which refers to the extent to which individual persons follow those guidelines. The coverage parameter was varied between values of 50% and 100% (presented on the horizontal axis of each heat map) on the days when the physical distancing intervention was enforced. On respective days when the interventions were not enforced, simulations assume the coverage was constant at 50%. The adherence parameter varied between 0% and 100% (presented on the vertical axis of each heat map), remaining constant throughout each simulation.
our models included age-specific mixing patterns, geographic location–specific mixing patterns were ignored. This analysis modeled Jordan as a whole, whereas differences between governorates may have warranted a spatially explicit approach to modeling. The analysis did not account for the introduction of variants of concern and assumed that natural infection provided lifelong protection against reinfection. Ensuring policy makers understand the limitations of these assumptions through clear communication is vital to ensure the model’s relevance.

Conclusions
COVID-19 modeling has been a substantial achievement (32). Strong and consistent national support and inputs from a wide range of critical stakeholders, such as the Ministry of Health and the Royal Hashemite Court, ensured that estimations of relative effect have been constantly refined over time.

The participatory scenario-based approach we describe considered the effect of intermittent PDIs on reducing COVID-19 transmission in Jordan. We show that enforcing a PDI with no intermittent periods is only marginally beneficial to reducing COVID-19 disease burden compared with an intermittently enforced PDI. The evolution of the pandemic in Jordan confirmed the forecasting provided by the modeling exercise and helped confirm the effectiveness of the policy adopted by the government of Jordan. The insights from scenario-based modeling influenced the implementation of PHSMs and PDIs; specifically, scenario-based models were used to updating PHSM and PDI guidelines in addition to other evidence-based actions, such as infection prevention and control (33).
By interacting directly with the policy decision-makers, we were able to define the context of the modeling exercise and address specific policy questions they posed. Furthermore, communicating what mathematical modeling is capable of and its limitations at every stage of the analysis was vital to the success of the project. This level of engagement strengthened communication between stakeholders and encouraged insights learned through the modeling process to be incorporated into policy decisions.

This modeling initiative for the pandemic confirmed the comparative advantage in providing hands-on support to national health authorities for developing evidence-based policies. The participatory approach in running COVID-19 modeling research provided the chance to convey the model’s caveats and limitations and disseminate modeling results among governing bodies and partners as appropriate. By leveraging and investing in WHO resources (e.g., procurement, research, and capacity building), WHO created crucial evidence to help with decision-making within and beyond Jordan’s health sector.
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